The ultimate
guide to
MAXIMIZING
COLLABORATION
in any space!
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Introduction
The modern workforce is working from anywhere across
the world on a limitless number of devices, software
platforms and applications. Unified communications
and collaboration (UC&C) combines these different tools
into a streamlined, easy-to-use interface that fosters
effective communication and collaboration in today’s
business environment.
Are you ready to set up your UC-enabled meeting space?
This guide will help you optimize your meeting
environments with the ideal collaboration hardware
to
complement
your
preferred
unified
communications platform.
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What is unified
communications?
Unified communications (UC) consists of a wide array of
tools and solutions that offer teams new ways to
connect and communicate within one single unified
application. Essentially it’s about combining multiple
tools of real-time communications into one single
platform to improve collaboration and boost overall
productivity.
UC solutions are built on top of a platform, extending its
features and functionalities. For example, a web
conferencing tool would be built on top of an IP telephony
platform, allowing users to easily switch between the two
forms of communication.
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What is UC&C and why is
it important for your
business?
Unified communications and collaboration (UC&C) is the
collection of tools that takes the functionalities used in
unified communications (UC) and collaboration
solutions and makes them available through a single
platform.
While UC puts the focus on offering teams new ways to
connect and communicate, collaboration solutions are
more about enabling teams to effectively work together.
For example, Microsoft Teams is a UC&C platform, with
real-time communication tools like messaging and video
conferencing, but also with collaboration functionalities

Here are a number of benefits
of using a UC&C platform
in your business:

Improved efficiency & productivity
UC&C solutions enable users to collaborate in real-time,
enabling them to instantly receive the information and
answers that they need to finish their projects faster.
Increased agility
UC provides flexibility to your business, enabling teams
to always stay connected and communicate more
efficiently.
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Reduced costs
Most UC&C solutions are cloud based, meaning that
pricing is subscription-based, enabling businesses to
only pay for what they need. Cloud hosted solutions also
remove the need for in-house IT staff,
Increased user adoption
A primary focus of UC&C solutions is to combine
multiple functionalities into a single platform that can
be used in a simple and intuitive way.

Important components
for your UC&C-enabled
meeting rooms
Professional audio and
video
• Ultra-high definition (4K)
camera, microphone and
speakers

Implementing your UC platform with collaboration in
mind not only supports communication, but actually
helps improve employee engagement and productivity.
It makes it easier to find, share and collaborate on
content, and visualize multiple workflows and
projects. This leads to more effective discussions and
enables faster decision making.

Premium interactive, touch
display
• Ultra-high definition (4K)
display available in 55”86” sizes

By integrating your preferred UC platform with
interactive touch displays you can accelerate your
collaborative decision making even more by providing:

Optional integrated
computer
• Professional OPS minicomputer with Windows
10 Professional

• Integrated whiteboarding
• Real-time screen annotation
• Intuitive touch experience

On top of your UC software and interactive touch display
you only need a few components to set up your UCenabled meeting space: a computer, a conference room
camera, a speaker and a mic.

Optional stand
• Convenient fixed or mobile
stand
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Take control with premium, interactive
touch displays
It’s important that the display offers the high resolution
and video quality that you would expect from a
professional environment, and that the content on the
screen can be viewed by all regardless of the meeting
room size.
You can set up your room with up to 3 standard or
interactive touch displays, depending on your preferred
UC platform, to help your teams collaborate with remote
participants in a more natural way.
The i3-Technologies portfolio of plug & play touch
displays ticks all the right boxes. All models conveniently
available with an optional, integrated computer preinstalled with Windows 10 Professional..

✓ Fits any meeting space
The i3TOUCH displays range from 55", 65", 75" and 86" to
provide the correct size for any room – from smaller
huddle rooms to larger boardrooms.
✓ Integrated & pre-configured
Select an integrated model to enjoy the premium
experience of an integrated UC software and/or Windows
10 Professional being driven by an Intel® Core™ i7
processor..
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✓ Best quality video experience
The broadest range of touch 4K (UHD) displays.
✓ Easy collaboration
The i3TOUCH displays are the perfect solution for sharing
ideas and collaborating on content with wireless
presenting and whiteboarding.

Supporting various
meeting environments
Use your UC solution in practically any space!
You’ll be amazed at how easily you can transform
practically any space into an interactive environment

Huddle rooms

Mid-sized rooms

Boardrooms

2-6 PEOPLE

6-12 PEOPLE

10-18 PEOPLE
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Open spaces

Training
& visual
collaboration

Huddle rooms
2-6 PEOPLE
Due to its small size, the huddle room requires compact
equipment to help people get started quickly with
minimal requirements. The ideal setup includes a 55"
touch display and one camera with built-in mic and
speakers, and optional touch controller.

4K (UHD) camera with built-in
microphone and speakers
(Poly X30)

Premium interactive display
Single or dual 55"of 65" i3TOUCH
(i3TOUCH EX or PX)

Floor Stand
Optional fixed or mobile
(i3FLOORSTAND)
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4K (UHD) camera with built-in microphone and speakers
(Poly X50)

Premium interactive display
Dual 65” or 75” i3TOUCH
(i3TOUCH EX or PX)

Mid-sized rooms
6-12 PEOPLE
See remote participants without obstructing the important
content to view and work on with two displays. Bring video
and content to life by using two premium touch displays,
4K camera and optional touch controller.
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Boardrooms
10-18 PEOPLE
The size of larger meeting rooms means that there are more
individuals that need to see, hear and discuss. Participants
will welcome the expanded set up of 86" premium touch
displays, PTZ camera, and robust audio system and optional
touch controller.

4k (UHD) camera
(Poly EagleEye IV USB)

Table-top
audio conferencing
(Poly Trio C60)

Premium, interactive touch displays
Dual 86” i3TOUCH
(i3TOUCH EX or PX)

OPS mini-computer
(Optional OPS with Windows 10 Pro)
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Open spaces
The increase in remote working and work in crossfunctional teams creates the need for open spaces for
all to come together to work. A 55" premium touch
display, 4k camera, audio system and mobile stand
provide a great solution.

4K (UHD) camera with built-in microphone and speakers
(Poly X30)

Premium interactive, touch display
Single 55"or 65" i3TOUCH
(i3TOUCH EX or PX)

OPS mini-computer
(Optional OPS with Windows 10 Pro)

Floor Stand
Optional fixed or mobile
(i3FLOORSTAND)
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4k (UHD) camera
(Poly EagleEye IV USB)

Premium, interactive touch displays
Dual 86” i3TOUCH
(i3TOUCH EX or PX)

Table-top
audio conferencing
(Poly Trio C60)

Training & visual
collaboration rooms
Training and visual collaboration spaces demand large, highly
collaborative spaces. The impressive combination of two 86"
interactive, touch displays with ultra-high definition video
and table-top audio conferencing makes this the ideal choice
for presenting, design thinking, agile, scrum and other visual
collaboration activities.

OPS mini-computer
(Optional OPS with Windows 10 Pro)
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What next?
So now you’ve seen how easy it is to deploy UC&C
throughout your organization, and the tremendous advantages of maximizing collaboration with interactive
solutions. Now it’s time to experience it for yourself!
If you are looking at UC&C and are interested in the
various solutions available for your conference rooms, or
want to talk to us about the different hardware options,
please contact us at:

info@i3-technologies.com
www.i3-technologies.com

info@poly.com
www.poly.com
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